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of personality, by reference to the three factors of race, time
and environment, and the exaggerations into which this led him,
particularly in his fascinating Histoire de la Literature anglaise.
In spite of occasional master-strokes of intuition, it is evident
that such a method ultimately leaves untouched just that which
makes the personality, that subtle difference which separates
not only the man of genius from the common herd, but each
member of that herd from all the others.
********
We shall, as for Renan, select Taine's judgment of the
Revolution as likely to give the clearest examples of both the
strength and the weakness of his method and peculiar genius.
Taine's method, as always, was in the first place the accumula-
tion of facts of all kinds out of which a theory could be con-
structed. We shall not discuss the vexed question of Taine's
technical skill as an historian. It has been conclusively proved1
that his search among the records was nothing like as complete
as one would imply from the references he gives, that he was
not trained in real historical method and never really learned
his way among the mass of original sources he tried to handle.
" You would think," writes a severe critic, " that he is facing
for the very first time the subject he is treating. Everything
makes him gasp and wonder. He wonders at his own patience
in spending four years over a piece of work that needed twenty,
and handled only a few hundred bundles of MSS. where there
were thousands to deal with. He strikes one as a novice—a
novice that would be a master if he had more perseverance and
an exact conception of history."2 And Professor Aulard says
quite decisively: " He is disinterested, honest, hard-working,
but passionate and system-ridden, not in any sense an historian."
Taine's defenders have not really succeeded in meeting those
charges; or rather, in showing that M. Aulard or M. Lot was
unfair to Taine in some particular detail, they have failed to
see that they left the real charge unanswered, because it is un-
answerable.3 And this was that, even granting every single fact
1	By M. Aulard, Taine, Historien de la Revolution fran foist.
2	Professor Lot in Le Temps, 23rd July 1903.
3	See Cacliin, La Crist .de I Histoire revdutionnaire.
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